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GM’s Foreword
The Work Year 2018/2019 has come to a close in Mar 2019 and it was another
successful year for SYFC. 33 students persevered and attained their Private Pilot
Licence (PPL) and they will be receiving their wings at the SYFC PPL Wings and
Aviation Awards Ceremony scheduled on 18 May 2019. We hope these young
pilots will make their mark in the RSAF or aviation industry. SYFC implemented the
four new CCA programmes as we continue to expand our footprint and outreach
to more students.
SYFC is proud to achieve another year of accident-free flying. This is due to our
committed strong safety culture in flying operations and the professionalism and
teamwork of SYFC instructors, students and our aircraft maintenance partner, ST
Engineering Aerospace Pte Ltd. We will endeavour to maintain this accident-free
record for many years to come.
SYFC celebrated her 47th Anniversary with a cohesion activity day trip to Pulau
Ubin. Our staff enjoyed the rustic scenery and food of our backyard paradise
island. SYFC also embarked on several infrastructure maintenance works to keep
her building in good shape.
As SYFC embarks on a new Work Year, we will continue to focus on promoting
and cultivating strong interest in flying amongst youth and spur them to take up
flying as a career in the RSAF.

Singapore Youth Flying Club
515 West Camp Road
Singapore 797695.
Tel: 6483 5621
Website: www.syfc.sg
Email: info@syfc.sg
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Warmest regards
COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge
General Manager
Singapore Youth Flying Club

WELCOME ON-BOARD

BFC 238

BFC 239

TP15- 18

NP5- 18

FIRST SOLO FLIGHTS

Being able to go solo at the tender age of 16 is not
something many get to experience. The feeling of going solo
was one that I would never forget. There had always been
someone on my right, but once I dropped off my instructor
at bay A55, there was this unusual feeling where there was
no one with me. Although stressful, it was exciting as I was
responsible for the whole aircraft. No one would be there to
help me, I have been entrusted to do this flight all by myself
and get through without a scratch! Knowing that there were
many pairs of eyes (Duty Instructor and Cover Solo) looking
after me, there was a sense of comfort. The flight itself was
uneventful and I felt a sense of pride when I was taxying
back, seeing my father and my friends watching at the
viewing hall. I never thought I could do it but I pulled through
the tough training and achieved this milestone. It was an
emotional moment for me that day. Exiting the aircraft was a
bittersweet moment as I realised, I should have enjoyed the
moment in the short 0.3 hours as there can only be one first
solo.
I am extremely thankful for my Primary Flight Instructor, Mr
De Witt for having so much faith in me and for pushing me
on to solo, especially when flights before my solo checks
were bad. With his constant support, I managed to be the
first student in BFC 236 to go solo at just 3 months after my
course had started. Being able to embark on the PPL course
is something I am extremely thankful for and I look forward to
more sky adventures!
Lim Jian Ye Brenden

Tan Ming Tah
TP14H-18

Lim Jian Ye Brenden
BFC 236

Firstly, for my first solo flight experience on 9 Jan 19, once I
landed from my last solo check circuit I was feeling anxious
as I did not know whether my instructor would ask me to
proceed for my first solo. However, once my instructor
instructed me to taxi to the Alpha parking bay, I felt elated as
well as a sense of relief knowing that I am being sent for solo.
Secondly, once the instructor set off from the aircraft, it was
the moment where I knew I was in full control as well as
taking the responsibility for the aircraft and my own safety.
Being the only person piloting the aircraft, I had to do all the
checks diligently such as the starting check, after-start
check, engine run-up check etc, because there would be no
one there to double check if I have done the checks
correctly. Furthermore, after completing all the necessary
checks, I had to do all the radio-telephony myself using a
different callsign (9V-YFI) as compared to the usual
instructor callsign, which I have gotten used to.
It was when taxying and at the holding point where the
excitement and nervous feeling kicked in, because I knew
that soon I was going to line-up on the runway, take-off and
fly the plane by myself. It was when I was given clearance for
line-up and take off where I started to truly feel that I was
really piloting the aircraft and I realised I must stay calm as
well as focused in order to be safe and confident. Once the
aircraft took off from the runway, there was no turning back,
it was the time where I had to apply everything that I had
learnt about circuits as well as control and fly the aircraft
accurately. When I was at final, I believe that this was the
most critical part as I had to ensure that I line-up the aircraft
accurately on final approach so that I can land the aircraft
safely. After landing the aircraft safely, taxying the aircraft
back and shut down, there was a sense of satisfaction as
well as delight because I had successfully completed my first
solo. My first solo flight was indeed a memorable, thrilling
and unique experience which was priceless.
Tan Ming Tah
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I am Kiew Ten Wei from TP14H-18, aspiring to be a pilot. The flying
training at SYFC comprises Phase 1 of sortie 1-6, then Phase 2 in which
students have to complete a solo flight to proceed to the last phase,
Phase 3. On 7 Dec 18, during the solo check, I was confident of my
ability to land the plane safely but yet I was also nervous as it was going
to be my first solo flight. I was worried about the procedures, what if I
messed up or what if my mind went blank in the middle of a check or
flight. I knew I have to overcome my reservations, as I would be the only
one in command of the aircraft.
When my primary flight instructor, Mr. Lee SL cleared me to E3 taxiway,
I was exhilarated to perform my first solo flight. He taxied to Alpha parking
bay 56 and briefly went through the procedure on starting the solo flight
as I felt, this is my moment to show my instructor that his teachings will
not go to waste and every lesson up till now shaped me for my first solo.
As he went off the aircraft and cleared me to start the engine, we gave
each other the thumbs up and he headed up to the control tower. Feeling
excited, I started on my checks, unexpectedly, my mind went blank in the
middle of my after-start checks. I re-did the checks and completed it as
I received a call for radio check. At this moment I could feel it throughout
my whole body, "It is happening, my first solo!".
Taxying to holding point E4 to prepare for take-off on runway 03, there
was static noise on Seletar Airport Control Tower frequency and I turned
the volume of the frequency up to 55% and called to repeat the message
again. I safely took off and checked for any aircraft on crosswind and
start of downwind, preparing to call extend upwind as another solo
student just took off before me. As the way was clear, I called out my
callsign "Niner Victor-Yankee Foxtrot Juliet, to land" and proceeded to
turn for downwind, called downwind full stop and completed downwind
checks. Turning for base and then for the final approach, I prepared
myself for any adjustments necessary and made a smooth approach for
landing.

Tan Yi Xin
BFC 235
Being able to fly alone in the air was an extremely
surreal experience and would definitely be etched
in my mind for a long time.The feeling of being
alone in the cockpit, accompanied with the
adrenaline rush was something I would never
forget. Thankfully, I managed to execute the
circuit and land safely on the ground. I felt a huge
sense of accomplishment after completing my
flight, as it was a quite an achievement in my
opinion. I was extremely glad to have come this
far, and this would not have been possible
without the help of the instructors and my course
mates. Lastly, I would like to thank the SYFC for
all the opportunities it had given me, which had
allowed me to gain more insights about flying.
Tan Yi Xin

I landed safely and turned off the W3 taxiway. I was happy that I landed
safely and completed my first solo. I taxied the aircraft near parking shed,
shut down the engine outside the parking shed and helped push the
aircraft into the shed with the marshallers. Walking my way back in, I
thought of my flight and I can't help but keep feeling thankful for Mr Lee
SL and all the other instructors who have flown with me and those who
did not as well for the lessons and wisdom they have passed on to me.
The solo flight is a milestone that one should be proud of. There is still a
long road ahead to get to my bigger goal, joining the Air Force and
graduating as a fighter pilot.
Kiew Ten Wei

Teo Chia Ming
BFC 236

Kiew Ten Wei
TP14H-18

First solo was an experience I would never forget.
The feeling was surreal, taking off and landing all
by myself. Though I was nervous initially, the
numerous training and support from my instructor
allowed me to stay composed and confident in
flying the aircraft. The journey towards first solo
was
not
always
smooth
sailing
but
encouragement from my course mates and
instructors propelled me to aim for improvement
and progress. SYFC had taught me resilience and
drive towards a desired outcome and that one
should stay positive when struck with setbacks. I
was thankful for this significant milestone and to
SYFC for giving me this opportunity to fuel for my
passion.
Teo Chia Ming

FHT FLIGHTS

My journey in SYFC has been a long one, the PPL course not
just because it took me a year and 5 months to finish, but it
is also because I have spent additional 4 years from Sec 1 to
Sec 4 in the aeromobility programme. Passing my FHT and
earning the coveted wings was only a lofty dream as a
13-year-old, I am glad that it has become a reality. The
journey was plagued with setbacks and times of uncertainty,
but in the end, all was worth it.

Chong Han Faris
BFC 225

My flight test was challenging. Adverse weather, high traffic
density and other tricky scenarios factored into the
complexity of the test. Keeping a cool head even when the
world seems to collapse around you helps one make better
decisions in any scenario. The immense amount of
groundwork and prior preparation made me realise that
being a pilot was not easy and that when I thought it could
not get hard enough, it only gets harder from there. The
countless hours spent practicing my sequences,
manoeuvres and contingency planning all paid off and I
passed the test.
I would like to thank my Instructors, Mr Siva, Mr Sim CK, Mr
Chee PS, Mr DeWitt and CFI Mr Toh BH for their continued
support and belief in me. Huge thanks to Mr Preetwant for
helping me get through ground school. I would also like to
thank my tester, Mr Raman, for opening my eyes to the
things I could not see and for imparting to me the true
meaning of being meticulous. My heartfelt gratitude goes out
to my parents, family, and friends for being there every step
of the way.
Chong Han Faris

My journey in Singapore Youth Flying Club was an extra meaningful one, made even more special by my BFC Course mates from
the inter-polytechnic full-time batch. Without them and their support for me as a Course IC, I would not have been able to juggle
both my flying as well as my duties as a leader and my journey in SYFC would have been otherwise very different.
Flying has been a long-time childhood dream of mine with a strong passion to be a pilot one day. The journey in SYFC was
challenging for me as I had a steep learning curve compared to part-timers, as I had less time to study and prepare for my flights.
I would like to thank my BFC Instructor, Mr Siva, for being very supportive of me and for not giving up on me whenever I had bad
flights. Five attempts to have a go at first solo was not something easy as it was an emotional roller coaster for me with excitement
soon turning into disappointment. Having the plane to yourself during my first solo was an emotional moment as I made a huge
milestone towards my dream of being a pilot.
The private pilot license course was a new challenge for me with flying and ground school taken to a whole new level. Flying
became a lot more advanced and along with it came additional stress to perform better as a pilot in preparation for the final
handling test. With the support of my PFI, Mr Raman, and Mr Preetwant, I was able to complete my journey in SYFC on a high
note and achieve what I had always wanted.
Lim Zhi En Maverick

Lim Zhi En Maverick
TP13- 17

Minister Ng Chee Meng Visit to SYFC
27 DEC 2018

On the 27 December 2018, SYFC welcomed back our former Private Pilot Licence (PPL)
student, Mr Ng Chee Meng, Minister in the Prime Minister's Office and Secretary-General
of the National Trades Union Congress (NTUC), for a flight on the Diamond DA40. He also
took the opportunity to interact with the current batch of Basic Flying Course (BFC)
students and cadet pilots from the RSAF.
Minister Ng was received by COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge, GM SYFC, and proceeded to the
staff lounge for some light refreshments and an informal interaction with SYFC staff prior
to the flight.
Minister Ng’s former PPL instructor, Mr Dennis Dewitt, was the Pilot-In-Command for the
flight. Together with another DA40 piloted by SYFC GM and a RSAF cadet pilot, 2LT
Damian Lee, both aircraft conducted close formation flying within the Light Aircraft
Training Area (LATA).
After the flight, Minister Ng interacted with a group of SYFC student pilots, inclusive of the
ex-PPL holders who have already been enlisted into the RSAF. The dialogue session was
enriching and motivating, as the students and cadet pilots were able to gain insight into
Minister Ng’s aviation experience - from his initial flying exposure with SYFC and
continuing on to a full career with the RSAF as a fighter pilot.
We thank Minister Ng for an enriching experience for our students and the RSAF cadet
pilots.

2LT Damien Lee (RSAF),
SYFC GM COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge,
Minister Ng Chee Meng,
SYFC Flight Instructor Dennis De Witt
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Minister with SYFC Management

COL (NS) Foo present memento to Minister

Minister interaction with students

Pearce Airbase Visit Reflection
25 NOV 2018 to 1 DEC 2018
This trip to Perth has allowed me to get quite a substantial
amount of insight into the life of a trainee pilot in the Air
Force and as such, allow myself to know the expectations
and targets to meet when I join the air force as a pilot
trainee.
From this trip, I learnt more about the pilot training process.
Through sharing sessions with both the pilot trainees and
flying instructors, who we were able to get more insight to
the life as RSAF pilot trainee, as well as the life in Australia.
I was also given the opportunity to go on a joyride on the
Pilatus PC-21 trainer where I was introduced to the general
handling of the aircraft as well as aerobatic sequences
which I thoroughly enjoyed. Flying in Australia was so
much different with the clear blue sky, allowing me to get
an almost perfect view of the ground below.

Group photo before departure at Changi Airport

I had the opportunity to experience the Coastal Re-join
procedure in which we flew over the beaches with the vast
Indian Ocean on one side. The inflight chat with the Deputy
Commanding Officer and the overall experience at 130
Squadron, has further motivated me to join the Air Force
and give my all in training to become a RSAF pilot.
Lim Zhi En Maverick
TP13-17
PPL Student

At the Aviation Heritage Museum, Perth

Up close with the Pilatus PC-21
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Visit to 142 Squadron
26 MAR 2019

Up close with the F-15SG

Having the opportunity to visit the RSAF 142
Squadron stationed at Paya Lebar Air Base gave
us an insight of how operational fighter pilots are
being trained. The squadron operates the F-15SG,
which is an air superiority fighter aircraft, setup to
train new F-15 pilots who have graduated from the
Fighter Wings Course. It was an enriching
experience to know how pilots undergo
Operational Conversion Unit (OCU) to fly an aircraft
that is highly sought after amongst aspiring fighter
pilots. It was nice to have an operational fighter
pilot and a Weapon System Officer (WSO) to brief
us on the capabilities of the F-15SG, the
Squadron’s mission and highlights of their
overseas exercises. We also had some
light-hearted moments when we mingled with
more pilots and WSOs in the aircrew lounge. The
highlight of the visit was when we were then guided
to one of the hangars for a close up view of the
F-15SG aircraft. All in all, this squadron visit was an
eye opener for many of us. It has deepened our
knowledge and inspired us to work hard to
become a pilot in the RSAF.
Chong H Faris and T. Navin

Exchange of memento
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Navigation
Trip to Malacca

20 DEC 2018

It was a Thursday, when we embarked on our journey to Malacca. We
went and cleared customs at the Seletar Airport. A first for me, I managed
to see the much smaller and quieter airport in operation, in contrast to the
bustling Changi Airport that we are all used to. There was also a difference
in procedure for the departure. Usually, when we launch the aircraft for
training, we can start the engine without any R/T. But for navigation, we
had to call Seletar Ground first and request for start-up clearance which
was something new to me.

Chowtime

Upon takeoff, we departed for point x-ray and switched over to Johor tower. We heard the R/T calls for position reporting, heard
circuit traffic in Senai airport and saw how different the Malaysian landscape was compared to Singapore. We flew by the eastern
coastline of Malaysia, passing by places such as Kulai and Muar, and the vast palm tree plantations. The flight took 1.6 hours,
and I enjoyed every bit of it. I had no idea how small our circuit flying area was until I saw Malacca airport’s circuit. It was so large
that the final leg could fit in 3 aircraft! Mr Tan SK then reminded us that Seletar’s circuit is smaller. It really felt like I was a frog in
a well, not knowing how big the world can be until I have seen it.
After we touched down, we taxied to our parking area, and shutdown the engine before disembarking the aircraft. For the first
time, there was no engineer to help us with securing the aircraft, so we had to put the chocks and covers in place ourselves. It
taught us never to take the maintenance crew for granted. We went through the Malaysian immigration and then we made our
way to Jonker Street for some shopping. We ate lunch at a restaurant, tried the splendid finger-licking popular chendol. Before
we knew it, it was time to head home.
During the journey back, the weather began to deteriorate, though the visibility was still more than 10km. The landscape was very
picturesque and serene. I even got to see a rainbow nearby a raining cloud. On top of that, when we rejoined Seletar, we got to
see the runway lights for the first time in the air, due to inclement weather.
To conclude, this trip was indeed a memorable and eye-opening experience that I can never replicate elsewhere in Singapore,
and I am thankful for being given the opportunity to partake in this navigation trip. This trip also served as a reminder that there is
always something to learn and we must continue to expose ourselves to new things and improve ourselves.
Kho Yong Quan Davian
232
PPL Student

(L to R) T Navindren, JK Jega, Kho YQ

(L to R) Tan CY, Tan SK, Kho YQ

Landed at Malacca International Airport
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The trip started off with us clearing customs at the Seletar airport terminal.
After clearing customs, we boarded the van which took us directly to our
aircraft. Upon reaching our aircraft, we prepared the aircraft for take-off by
doing the external checks, loading up the aircraft and checking that we
have the essentials with us.
For that day, I was flying with fellow student, Jega and instructor, Mr Siva.
The Pilot-in-Command (PIC) of both aircraft made the call to ground for
start-up clearance. During normal training sorties, this call would not be
needed. But we were performing a navigation trip and had to follow certain
procedures. After getting the necessary information, we taxied out to
“Whiskey Sierra” for out engine run-up and our subsequent ground the call
to control. The first aircraft soon took off. My aircraft had to takeoff 10
minutes later due to separation requirement. After 10 minutes, we got our
clearance for takeoff and soon we were off the ground heading towards
Malacca airport. Above a certain height, the PICs turned on the autopilot
mode and the aircraft were following the designated waypoints keyed into
the navigation system.
After a few minutes on Paya Lebar Approach frequency, we were handed
over to Johor controllers. The view from the aircraft was amazing. It was a
view different from the usual one we see during training. After a few
minutes, we crossed over to Senai airport and flew towards the west coast
of Malaysia. On the way to the coastline, we passed Mount Pulai. It was
such a beautiful scene. The trip was silent for most parts, but Mr Siva
taught us a lot about navigation flying and it was interesting as we learned
the position reporting calls as well as the use of auto pilot system on the
aircraft.

Muscle Men

Mr Siva shared with us that while conducting a navigation flight, we must not rely too much on the Global Positioning System
(GPS) and instead familiarise ourselves with the ground references in comparison to a physical map. He also shared that we
should always be on the look out for suitable landing areas in the event of an emergency and be aware of other aircraft in the
airspace should contact with the control tower or radar be lost.
After 1.6 hours of flying time, we reached Malacca airport. The landing was smooth, and we taxied to the general aviation ramp
to park the aircraft. After the aircraft was shut down, Jega and I secured the aircraft properly and placed the intake covers to
protect the aircraft from foreign objects.
After passing through the customs, we proceeded to Jonker street for lunch and dessert.
After dessert, we spent some time exploring the street. It was very touristy and had many modern cafes. One thing we noticed
was that the walls of the buildings were filled with beautiful murals. After taking some photos, we grabbed a cab back to the
airport for our trip back to Seletar.
The scenery on the way back was different as the weather started to change, we could see patches of rain from different
directions and it was truly a beautiful sight to see while in the air. Our trip was smooth sailing until the landing portion. As we were
on final apporach of Seletar airport, the wind was gusting, and our aircraft was getting thrown around. Mr Siva landed the aircraft
smoothly and just as we were vacating the runway, it started to pour heavily. All in all, this trip was truly memorable and eye
opening experience for me.
Navindren S/O Tanpalan
233 BFC
PPL Student

(L to R) Siva, JK Jega, T Navindren
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View from DA40 aircraft

Weather on the return leg

SYFC BFC & SOLO Certificates Presentation
16 FEB 2019

On the 16 Feb 2019, SYFC held a Basic Flying Course (BFC)
and 1st Solo Certificate Presentation Ceremony for 57
students from courses BFC 233, BFC 234, RP6H-18,
TP14H-18, SP6H-18 and ACSI5-18.
The ceremony started with SYFC GM, COL (NS) Calvin Foo
Yang Ge giving his welcome speech before the students were
invited up to collect their certificates. SYFC invited the
Singapore Scouts Association (SSA) to the ceremony to
present two SYFC students with the coveted Scouts Basic
Flying Phase Wings. SSA Chief Commissioner Mr Antong
Shahrudin Rahmat was invited up to stage to present the
Wings to the two privileged scouts as well as a memento to
SYFC GM as an appreciation for the continued support in
promoting aviation to the future generations of Scouts.
Ms Joanne Nah from Air Force Recruitment Centre (AFRC)
was invited up to the stage to talk about the career options
available in the RSAF. CPT Ng Yeow Choon, a former SYFC
student, now RSAF fighter pilot, was also invited to share his
experience pursuing a career as a pilot in the RSAF. The
ceremony ended with the students invited back up the stage
for group photos before they proceeded to the cafeteria for a
light reception. SYFC extends our gratitude to the parents of
the students for their continuous support and congratulations
to the students who completed their BFC and First Solo flights.
We wish you all the best in your future endeavours.

BFC 233

BFC 234

ACSI5-18

RP6H-18

SP6H-18

TP14H-18
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COURSE 233 BFC
S/N NAME

CERTIFICATE

1

ANG ING ZI

BFC

2

BEH MING ZE

BFC

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

CHONG TSE YI JEROME
FARJULLAH IBN FARID
FAT-HULLAH BIN FARID
GAN QING YANG
GOH SHENG YI JOSHUA
JAG KEVINESH JEGA
LEE GUO HAO KENNETH
NAVINDREN S/O TANAPALAN

11

PRADIP SINGH

12
13

SEAH CHENG HAN
SIAH YEE LONG

14

SIM JEREL

BFC

15

SIM WEI REN MICAH

BFC

16

TAN JOON HONG ROY

BFC

17

TAN JUN KAI

BFC & SOLO

18

TAY SIANG JET

BFC & SOLO

19

TOK JUN HUI NICHOLAS

BFC

20
21

VINOD SIVARAJASINGAM
WONG JING JIE JARED

BFC
BFC

22

WONG KANG YI RHYAN

BFC

23

WONG MANG YEE CONRRAD

BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC & SOLO

Scouts Basic Wings Award recipients posing with SYFC Management
and Singapore Scout Association Leaders

BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO

BFC & SOLO

COURSE 234 BFC
S/N NAME

1

CERTIFICATE

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

AHMAD ANNAS ADHAM
BIN ABU BAKAR
AJAY SEKAR
ANG KAI JIEE
CHAN CHEE HAO ALEX
CHEW ZHE YI SEBASTIAN
CHIA YONG CHIN KENNETH
GOH DING YAN JORDEN
HANG JIN GUANG
KEE YUN SHAO

10

LEE JUN HAO FIGO

11

LEONG RUI ZHI BRYAN

12

LIM JUN HENG RYAN

13
14

LOW JIA RONG MELVIN

15

OH YU HUNG AXEL

BFC

16

ONG DING JIE FRASER

BFC

17
18

PHING ZI XUAN BRYAN
TANG JIANAN RHYNE

BFC & SOLO
BFC & SOLO

NG YAN HAN ELTON

BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC & SOLO
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC & SOLO

COURSE ACSI5-18 BFC
S/N NAME

1
2
14

HSU YIH HOW DYLAN
LIM DAO YUAN MATTHEW

CERTIFICATE

BFC & SOLO
BFC

SYFC GM COL (NS) Calvin Foo Yang Ge receiving a memento from Singapore
Scouts Association Chief Commissioner Mr Antong Shahrudin Rahmat

COURSE RP6H-18 BFC
S/N NAME

1
2

LIM TING KANG
TAY MING XUN ELLIOT

CERTIFICATE

BFC & SOLO
BFC

COURSE SP6H-18 BFC
S/N NAME

CERTIFICATE

1

FONG IAN HOW FORTUNATEUS

BFC & SOLO

2

YAP JUN RONG JAYVEN

BFC

3

YEO ZHAN RONG

BFC

COURSE TP14H-18 BFC
S/N NAME

CERTIFICATE

1

ANG GUO QIANG

BFC

2

CHONG YONG JIAN RAYSON

BFC

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

KIEW TEN WEI
LOW GABRIEL
MOK TECK SNG
ONG HONG RUI
TAN HONG SIANG MASON
TAN MING TAH
TANG JUN JIE AARON

BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC & SOLO
BFC
BFC & SOLO
BFC & SOLO

SYFC 47th Anniversary Celebration At
Pulau Ubin

8 DEC 2018

On the 8 Dec 2018, SYFC staff gathered at Changi Point Ferry Terminal, ready to be transported back in time to the 1960s on a
day trip to Pulau Ubin to celebrate SYFC’s 47th Anniversary.
To promote a healthy lifestyle, our staff were given options of either a cycling tour of Pulau Ubin or a walking tour of Chek Jawa
Wetlands, Singapore’s richest ecosystem.
The cycling group stopped at Puaka Hill for a short hike up to Pulau
Ubin’s highest point for a nice bird’s eye view of the surrounding area
before continuing to the turn-around point at the German Girl Shrine. A
mandatory stop for a refreshing coconut drink at Ah Ma Drink Store was
made while enroute back to the main village for lunch.
The walking group enjoyed a scenic tour of Chek Jawa Wetlands and got
to see the many different flora and fauna that cannot be found in
mainland Singapore.
Both the walking and cycling groups met up again at Cheong Lian Yueh
Restaurant in the main village for Anniversary lunch and a cake cutting
ceremony before taking the ferry back to Changi Point Ferry Terminal and
ending the day there.

The cycling group

t off

getting ready to se
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The walking grou
ds
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Chek Jawa Wet

scenic tour of

SYFC staff gathered for a group photo

The cycling group

at the top of Puaka
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Biannual Safety Day
29 MAR 2019

On 29 Mar 2019, a safety day was
organised by SYFC Safety Team.
The event aimed to remind all
SYFC staff and ST Engineering
Aerospace Pte Ltd maintenance
staff of the importance of being
vigilant and keeping the workplace
safe.
Three letters of commendation
were given out by SYFC GM, COL
(NS) Foo Yang Ge to Mr Wong
Choon Seng, Mr Mohamed Rifaee
Bin Jamin and Mr Tan Song Chua
for their vigilance in safety.
The Safety Team also invited guest
speaker, Ms Jess Law from Changi
Airport Group (CAG) to speak
about safety and how CAG’s safety
team operates and prevents safety
lapses.

SYFC Safety Team posing with SYFC GM COL (NS) Foo Yang Ge, SYFC OM Daniel Tan and
Guest Speaker Ms Jess Law

Ms Jess Law from Changi Airport Group (CAG)
speaking on safety and how CAG’s safety team
operates

Mr Teo Mun Tiong presenting safety data

Ms Jess Law (CAG) receiving a certificate
of appreciation from SYFC GM

Mr Mohamed Rifaee Bin Jamin (STEA) receiving
his letter of commendation from SYFC GM

Mr Tan Song Chua (STEA) receiving his letter of
commendation from SYFC GM

Mr Wong Choon Seng (STEA) receiving his letter
of commendation from SYFC GM
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Cohesion Day Trip to Desaru
30 MAR 2019

On 30 Mar 2019, SYFC staff spent the day in Johor Bahru to celebrate the end
of the financial work year. Staff boarded a tour coach at SYFC and started the
journey to the checkpoint and into Malaysia.
The first stop after clearing immigration was Ah Koong Restaurant in Taman
Sentosa for breakfast before the long coach ride up to Desaru to visit the Desaru
Fruit Farm. The guided tour at the farm was informative, provided insights on the
different types of fruits and their benefits and uses.
After the educational tour at Desaru Fruit Farm, everyone headed for a
sumptuous seafood lunch at the Super Lobster Restaurant in Pengerang before
heading to Permas Go Kart Club in Plentong for a round of karting fun where
staff were able to pit themselves head to head for the fastest go-kart driver title.
The day ended with a trip to a shopping centre for massage and shopping. Staff
were treated to a sumptous dinner at Peking Restaurant in Taman Sentosa
before heading back to the checkpoint for the trip back to Singapore.
The trip was an excellent opportunity for the staff to bond and let their hair down
after a fruitful year of work.
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CCA Events & Activities

SYFC Work-up & Introduction to Flying
Training (SWIFT) Course
Three SWIFT courses were conducted in WY18/19. These were Course 5-18 (Nov 18),
Course 6-18 (Dec 18) and Course 7-19 (Jan 19).
The objective of the SWIFT course is to give the students a head start into flying training
by providing them with the basics that will be taught in the Basic Flying Course (BFC).
These include:
- External checks
- Aircraft systems and controls
- Radiotelephony
- Basic flying manoeuvres
- Visual navigation
- Depart and re-join procedures
- Flying experience on actual DA40 flight training device (SIM)
The top three students of each course were awarded a front-seat flight on the DA40.
All three courses were conducted successfully with a total number of 62 students taking
part. This comprised students from the SYFC CCA as well as students from NCC (Air)
and Air Scouts. Like most students from the first four SWIFT courses, these students
are looking forward to signing up for the BFC when they reach 16 years of age. We look
forward to the day where they will be wearing the coveted PPL wings!
Participants of Course 5-18, Course 6-18 and
Course 7-19 (from top)

SYFC CCA DA40 Joyride
Many of our upper-secondary students took to the
skies in our Diamond DA40 aircraft.
For most, it would be their first time flying in a light
aircraft and they would see that it is markedly different
from being a passenger in a commercial airliner.
Joyriders are treated to a bird’s-eye view of Northern
Singapore and the largely unobstructed aircraft
canopy make for a truly unique flying experience.
The joyriders posing with their respective instructors

Signing of Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with Ping Yi Secondary School
On 12 Mar 2019, SYFC and Ping Yi Secondary School (PYSS) signed a MOU as a mark of mutual commitment to collaborate on
promoting aviation interest to PYSS
students through SYFC Training in
Elective
Aeronautical
Modules
(STREAM), a new CCA initiative.
The objective of STREAM is to allow
SYFC to reach out to more students
by offering to non SYFC CCA schools
such as PYSS the opportunity for their
students to participate in the SYFC
CCA activities.
SYFC GM and Mr Ang Chee Seng,
Principal of PYSS signing the MOU
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SYFC Management and School Leaders of PYSS

